Galileo is a young professor who studies science most of the time.
One day, Galileo makes a discovery that could change the course of history forever.
For hundreds of years, humans have believed that the planets revolved around the Earth.
However, Galileo believes that the Sun is the center of the Solar System.
When the head of the university, Pandora, hears Galileo’s theory Galileo is forced to
leave the country. Believing that Galileo is right, his assistant (Cosmos Green) follows him.
Lyra, Cosmos’cousin, comes after them as well.
The three of them embark on a journey of adventure and discovery.
1. Look at the different theories and follow the instructions.
		
		
		

- Colour the sun yellow in both pictures.
- Colour the Earth blue in both pictures.
- What differences do you observe?

Getting to Know Galileo's Story

Read the story of Galileo and then solve the activities
suggested below.

Reading
Comprehension

Galileo
Galilei

solar system

Cosmos
Green

Lyra

Listening
Comprehension

books

Discovering the Characters

Watch the video closely and match the picture of the
character with their name and the item you see.

pencil and
notebook

Calixto

board and
piece of chalk

Pandora

glasses and hat

Hans

MAGNIFYING GLASS
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1. Her Our His name is Galileo.

He is a professor student head at University.
He feels identified with The Sun Venus The Earth.
He looks pleased surprised disappointed at Pandora’s decision to
fire him.

2. Her His Their name is Lyra.

She is Cosmo’s mother cousin sister.
She is shy talkative selfish.
She loves Mercury Jupiter The Sun.

He is Galileo’s servant assistant professor.
He studies economy geography astronomy.
He decides to study follow ignore Galileo.

Listening
Comprehension

3. Her His Your name is Cosmos Green.

Discovering the Characters

2. Now, watch it again and circle the correct information in
the box below.
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Galileo
Galilei

...is the assistant’s cousin...

2

Cosmos
Green

...is a student at University...

3

Lyra

...is the head of the University...

4

Professor
Calixto

5

Pandora

...is an Astronomy
professor at University...

...is a young professor...

... who talks a lot and wants to help her
cousin Cosmos.

... who fires Galileo.

... who studies Astronomy all day long.

... who believes Aristotle was right.

... who follows Professor Galileo to
investigate about his theory.

2. Now match the sentences with the pictures below

Use of English

1

The Story is Mixed Up!

The story of Galileo is mixed up.
Can you put it in the correct order?
Draw lines between the boxes. Follow the example given.

Galileo

Cosmos

Lyra

Calixto

PANDORA

the Characters

In the following chart, we have organized the activities/
actions of each character. Take a look at it and answer
the questions.

Thinks that
Aristotle is right

Use of English

Studies and
loves Astronomy
Works at
University
Helps to
discover the truth

1. Who studies and loves astronomy?

2. How many people help to discover the truth?

3. Who doesn’t work at University?

4. Who thinks that Aristotle is right?
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the Characters

2. Now, look at the chart again and underline the correct answer.

1. Does Calixto help Galileo?

Yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.
Yes, they do. No, they don’t
3. Does Lyra believe in Galileo?

Yes, she does. No, she doesn’t.

Use of English

2. Do Pandora and Calixto love Astronomy?

4. Does Cosmos think that Aristotle is right?

GrammarSpot

Yes, he does. No, he doesn’t.

We use the simple present tense to talk about general facts,
habitual events or instructions. In this activity, you can read about
the characters’ routines (habitual activities).
Affirmative: He/She/It + verb (-s / -es)
Negative: He/She/It + does not (doesn’t) + verb (in the infinitive form)
Interrogative: Does + he/she/it + verb (in the infinitive form)?
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MONDAY
Have coffee in the
morning and go to
university

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Ride his bike and
play football

A Day in Cosmos' Life

Cosmos has shared his daily routine with you.
Read it and complete the sentences about him.

Go to supermarket
and help his mom
with dinner

Creative
Writing

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Study Astronomy
and go to
University

Read his favourite
Astronomy books

On Monday, Cosmos
On Tuesday, he
On Wednesday
On

SATURDAY
Meet friends and
have lunch

SUNDAY

Investigate about
planets and play
video games

1. Professor Galileo

The Galileo Characters have Facebook!

Choose one of the following characters and complete
the Facebook proFIle. We have included some clues in the
boxes below to help you.

GALILEO
Creative
Writing

Gender:
Profession:He/She is
Characteristics: She/he is
Why?

teacher

photographer

intelligent

mean

generous

lazy

male

female
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The Galileo Characters have Facebook!

2. lyra

lyra

Creative
Writing

Gender:
Profession:He/She is
Characteristics: She/he is
Why?

assistant

actress

talkative

selfIsh

active

moody

male

female
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